Grants Management
Intelligence
Quick response grants

An enterprise of:

Want a big impact with a small budget? Melbourne
charity L2R used a $10,000 Sidney Myer Fund grant to
reach a needy group of young people. Picture: L2R/Greta

What is a quick response grant?
Quick response grants release funds to applicants more swiftly. Sometimes, they’re distributed in hours or weeks,
but definitely within a few months (any longer and they don’t deserve the label). They often also involve less red tape,
both for the applicant and grantmaker, sometimes at the cost of increased risk.

Start here: Five best practice tips for dealing with quick response grants
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1. Set the right limit
You won’t be able to ask for too much information from grantees, so you probably don’t want to
spend more than 10% of your total pool, and you’ll need to carefully consider the maximums and
limitations.

2. ‘Quick’ depends on you
When it comes to turnaround times, how quick is quick? Consider key issues including advertising,
how much time it will take to assess the applications and approvals, and how long it will take you to
deliver the cash.

3. Target your quick grants
Quick response grants are often only vital in time-critical areas such as during/after disasters, and in
some instances involving the arts or sports. Your focus is likely to be on smaller groups and individuals.

4. Set reasonable expectations
The amount of effort required of grantseekers should be commensurate with the potential reward.
Don’t make your process a drag on the good work of others.

5. Take your time
You might be swift in handing out the money, but you should be slow (or at least measured) in
assessing how well your efforts are working.
(Turn to page 18 for more on quick response grants best practice.)
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Should we add quick response grants
to our funding options?
Tempted to dive into this “low doc” method of grants funding? We’ve done some of the homework for you
and discovered a wide variety of methods and procedures with these types of grants. There are some
definite advantages but also some serious issues to consider.
We’ve spoken to leading grants practitioners about how they’ve employed quick response grants,
including Regional Arts Australia, the Myer family’s philanthropy arm, the Queensland Government,
and a suburban council.
They’re all using swift and small-scale funding in different ways, all with the aim of generating a big impact.
In this edition, we examine the ups and downs of “quick response grants”, also known as “small grants”,
“responsive grants”, “emergency grants”, “minor grants”, or even just names linked to programs, like
Tasmania’s ArtsBridge, which helps artists with travel costs.

No rush, give me
the good oil about
quick response
grants
Our Community’s thinker-in-residence,
Chris Borthwick, mulls over a speedy
response.
Quick is good. Ordinary grants aren’t marketed as
“slow response grants”, but they may as well be.
If you’re a grantseeker approaching many funders, there are
probably only two grant rounds a year, so you may have to
wait six months right there. Then your application has to go
through two or three rounds of assessment, which could take
another month or more.
By the time you get the letter, you may have forgotten what
you asked for. If you’re asking for funds to catch a bird on a
branch, it has probably flown away. If you were asking for a
rope to get you out of quicksand ... gurgle gurgle.

Chris Borthwick casts a critical eye
over quick response grants.

There is a lot to like about a quick response, and many Australian grantmakers – municipal authorities mainly –
have set up quick response grants programs.

Red tape safety or a race to the finish?
While being quick has significant benefits, there are some key issues to consider: do you want to be quick, thorough
or fair? Pick one (they’re often mutually exclusive). Those bureaucratic hurdles are there for good reason. They were
probably put in place when the old “quick and dirty” method led to a scandal, and landed the grantmaker on the front
page of a tabloid.
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Many quick response programs
have replaced schemes where each
councillor had their own small bag of
money and gave it out as they saw
fit. It was a system that was flexible,
responsive to the grassroots – and very
suspect.
Clearly, grantmakers want their projects
to further their goals: to be effective in
doing what they want done.
This involves dealing with applicants
who have their own interests, while
instituting procedures capable
of discouraging bias, nepotism,
or bribery. This means having
transparent methods, being prepared
to expose decisions to scrutiny and
to demonstrate that things have been
done by the book. These processes
all take time.

“Perhaps the most
impressive example
is a Californian
program where a onepage notice was sent
to 6000 teachers
offering $500 grants ...
The teachers sent in
their requests and
got a response within
the hour. Successful
applicants got their
cheque the next day.”

Quick response grant programs,
by contrast, are designed to be fast,
flexible, and responsive. They don’t wait
for an arbitrary grant round date to roll
past. They boast of their turnaround
time, perhaps the most impressive
example is a Californian program
where a one-page notice was sent to 6000 teachers offering $500 grants for classroom resources. The teachers sent
in their requests and got a response within the hour. Successful applicants got their cheque the next day.

Start small for a big impact
Note, though, that the Californian program mentioned above involved a rather small cheque. Grantmakers aren’t idiots,
and they’re not going to give out real money to any proposal that hasn’t run the full gauntlet. Most quick response
programs offer a maximum of $3000 for an organisation and $1500 for an individual, though VicArts gives out up
to $15,000 and the Shire of Clarence in Tasmania counts out a maximum of $150 (maybe in five cent pieces).
A quick grants scheme can only ever be a supplement to your major efforts, providing a way to stay in touch with
community needs, or at least community wants, and – yes – to provide a quick response.
If you are contemplating bringing in such a scheme, you should also use it as a wake-up call. Now is a good time to
review your existing programs and see whether they too could be simplified.
Quick grants programs aren’t intrinsically better or worse than the old-fashioned type, but they do involve different
trade-offs.
Our advice? Don’t leap into them until you’ve walked through the trade-offs across your entire system,
and decided on the best you can do in each area.
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Fund busts a
move to tackle
disadvantage
The Myer family, the family behind the retail giant
of the same name, is a big name in philanthropy.
in Australia.In the 2015–16 financial year,
the organisation distributed more than $13.5m,
with two separate arms, The Sidney Myer
Fund and The Myer Foundation, disbursing
similar amounts, both with the goal “to make
significant and lasting changes in our society”.
The Sidney Myer Fund’s Small Grants Programs –
worth just under $1m each year – are divided into
two areas: Poverty and Disadvantage, and Education
Programs. The focus is quick responses to community
needs, Australia-wide. (See more details about the fund
on page six.)

Participants of dance-based charity L2R have
benefitted from a $10,000 cash injection from the
Sidney Myer Fund. Picture: L2R/Greta

Education grants back learning projects for those up to
25 years of age, while the Poverty and Disadvantage
grants target asylum seekers in Australia.
They’re all labelled quick response grants though, with applicants told they’ll hear back within three months,
although some get an answer much more quickly.
The CEO of The Myer Foundation and The Sidney Myer Fund, Leonard Vary, says the grants “provide small injections
of funds to community projects which otherwise might not happen”.
“The Small Grant Programs in the Poverty and Disadvantage and Education focus areas provide grants of up
to $10,000 for projects with total budgets of not more than $50,000,” Mr Vary says.
“Applications are accepted on an ongoing basis and decisions are usually advised within a three to
four-month timeframe.”
Dance-based grassroots charity “L2R” in Melbourne’s west is among those to have benefited from the
Sidney Myer Fund’s poverty and disadvantage program, winning a $10,000 grant last financial year.
Using the “universal language of dance” to engage with
disadvantaged and newly-arrived migrant and refugee-background
youth, the program is a neat fit with the fund’s aims. More than 120
young people are using L2R’s free programs, with participants from
22 different cultural groups including Burmese, West African, East
African, Vietnamese, Chinese, Anglo-Australian, Chinese, Iranian,
Indonesian and Indian.
L2R founder and CEO Jacinda Richards says while “dance is our
medium to connect with young people”, that’s just the start.
“We use that to do to all sorts of other things, like youth
advocacy, mentoring, dance teaching, job pathways, careers,
camps. It really goes beyond the dance studio. For some kids the
dance is secondary, it’s a social thing, it’s a second family, it’s a place
to come and get some food and some high fives.”
Sidney Myer Fund chief Leonard Vary
says the fund’s small grants program
targets causes that don’t have
alternatives to turn to for funding.

“We all share a passion for dance, but there are often hidden things
– such as English as a second language, broken families – through
their migrant and refugee backgrounds, there’s so many barriers.”
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LR2 has three dance programs supporting a diverse cultural mix.

Picture: L2R/Greta

Ms Richards says the fund’s cash injection helped it deliver a core program, “Moving to Empower”, a three-part
program comprising “Next Gen” for the 12–25s, “Panda Squad” for the younger ones, and “Breaking at Braybrook,”
which focuses on breakdancing for young men.
“We’re only a very small organisation and we’re only in our first couple of years of being charity, so $10,000 is a lot
for us.”
She says the speed of the quick response grant made a big difference to what L2R has been able to accomplish.
“Small organisations don’t have the luxury and resources of having funding in the bank to cover programs or fund
full years of delivery while they wait for outcomes.”
“If the grants take longer, it can affect proposed start times.”
That leaves some groups with the dilemma of pushing ahead with programs in the hope of getting funding,
or cancelling, she says.
“It creates more stress when funding processes are slow, especially when they are late.”
Critically, L2R says the grant “opened the door” to working more closely with the Sidney Myer Fund, including meeting
their leaders and inviting the fund representatives to get more involved in the dance program.
The organisation continues to firm up the relationship, and hopes to develop further ways of sustaining the goals of
L2R with organisational support and program delivery.
“They’re keen to be involved, so we’re positive,” she says.
Ms Richards praised the Myer application process, which uses the SmartyGrants system, and which she found
relatively swift. The foundation says participants should allow three months, but L2R was able to secure
the money in about two.
Ms Richards says the process was all online, and that the foundation
seemed to have “a great understanding of the capacity of small
organisations.”
“I know this from filling out other grants, where it’s like ‘really?’ with other
organisations’ requirements. I know $10,000 is a lot of money, but it can
be so much work to do some applications, especially if you have to provide
program planning and strategic planning for the program – but none of that
was necessary for this application.”
“It was an easy process,” she says.
MORE INFO: https://l2r.org.au/about/ EMAIL: info@l2r.org.au
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Sidney Myer Fund small grants
Program and purpose
Small grants – poverty and
disadvantage
Aims
•
•
•

alleviate the negative effects of poverty
and disadvantage;
demonstrate new ideas about
addressing poverty and disadvantage;
and,
strengthen communities’ abilities to
deal with poverty and disadvantage.

Priority areas

The Small Grants programs aim to provide quick
For the next three years this program will
responses to community needs, Australia-wide.
prioritise the needs of asylum seekers living
Source: Annual Report 2015-16
in the Australian community. Up to 15% of
the total available grants pool will be available
specifically for organisations and groups supporting and working with asylum seekers.

Small grants – education
Support projects that aim to improve educational outcomes for 0–25 year-olds and target:
•
•
•
•

disadvantaged young people;
culturally and linguistically diverse young people;
young people in rural and regional communities, or;
improvements in maths and numeracy skills in any of the above groups.

Availability
•

Applications can be accepted at any time.

Timelines
•

Grantseekers are told to expect to wait three months from submission to notification, and another two
weeks for payment.

Eligibility
•
•

Applications are accepted for grants for charitable purposes from Australian incorporated organisations
endorsed by the ATO as Tax Concession Charities (TCC).
Incorporated organisations without TCC status may still be eligible to apply, if the nature of the project is charitable.

•

Individuals and unincorporated bodies are not eligible, but may seek funding through a funding partner.

Grant size
•

Grants are capped at $10,000 and are for a 12-month period only. The requested amount may be part of a
budget of up to $50,000.

Special rules for assessment
Some documentation is required and some limitations apply, including:
•
•
•
•

organisations that received a grant from the fund in the past 12 months won’t be supported;
applications that were unsuccessful cannot be resubmitted;
submissions won’t be accepted by organisations that failed to acquit previous grants; and,
generally, one submission per applicant.

MORE INFO:
http://myerfoundation.org.au/grants/poverty-disadvantage/small-grants/
		http://myerfoundation.org.au/grants/education/small-grants/
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Quick response vs.
standard grants
What are the risks and rewards?

{ TIME: Can you race to a good decision?

RISKS

REWARDS

Quick response grants
Quick response grants free up time,
getting grantseekers back on the
job in as little as a month. What’s
not to like about more speed?
Grantmakers can already move
fast, when they have to: when
they’re pressing against clearing
the books at the end of the
financial year, for example.

Do grantmakers really want to
encourage groups with a short
attention span?

Standard grants
Projects benefit from more
planning time.
Extra time allows assessment
teams to make a full comparison
of all the alternatives, negotiate
changes with the proposer, or
devise a bespoke assessment
method for the grant in question.
Some things do take time.

Applying to a grantmaking
organisation that has only one
funding round a year slow down a
grantseeker’s operations by about
six months.
Is this stately pace really
necessary, or is it just traditional?

Is there a win-win solution?
Grantmakers can relieve most of their grantseekers’ waiting-time issues
by increasing the number of standard grant rounds to two or three,
without the need to discard them entirely.
If you’re slow because your assessment process takes a long time, you
may be able to speed things up by better management, without changing
the basic format.
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! RISK: Can you bear it?
Quick response grants

REWARDS

Risk is an inherent element in any
enterprise involving change, and
change is what grants are for.
It’s unlikely that a grant of a few
hundred dollars will ever be a
“life or death” decision.
Nine times out of 10, the higher
level of risk inherent in quick
response grants won’t matter
much and 99 times out of 100,
nobody will find out any mistakes
you’ve made, but … (see below)

RISKS

Fewer precautions are taken with a
faster turnaround time, and so the
chances of a stuff-up are thereby
increased.
You are more likely to hand money
to someone who is less deserving.
There are fewer opportunities
to properly assess how well the
grants program is working.

Standard grants
You can take more precautions
with a slower turnaround time.
Your assessment process, in
particular, can be more thorough.
You are less likely to hand out cash
to an organisation or individual that
doesn’t meet your strict criteria.
There are more opportunities to
assess – and therefore improve –
your grants program.

Slower turnarounds mean missing
great opportunities.
Too often, grants are steered to
sound but unambitious projects.
This means both conspicuous
losses – and large gains – become
impossible.

Is there a win-win solution?
Grantmakers shouldn’t pretend that risk can be eliminated by procedural
means.
There are irreducible risks and there are foreseeable risks. But accepting
the former shouldn’t mean leaving yourself vulnerable to the latter.
NASA aimed for the stars and accepted that a few rockets would blow up
on the launch pad. That’s not carelessness, that’s realism.
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FAIRNESS: Who is judging you?

Quick response grants

RISKS

REWARDS

It’s impossible to get everything
into a set of criteria.
Quick response grants often
provide far looser criteria, which
means more flexibility, and enables
you to be open to more interesting
and dynamic funding opportunities.

Standard grants
In a standard grants process, if you
have all the applications in front
of you, the best proposal (by your
standards, at least) will win.
Funds can be carefully targeted for
maximum impact and grantseekers
have certainty about when the
grant cycles are available.

With quick grants, if you judge
them one by one, as they come up,
the best candidate may not always
win the grant.

Standard grants models lack some
of the flexibility that enables a
greater variety of applicants to
succeed with their proposal.

Presuming you have a limited pool
of funding, early applications have
a better chance of winning than
those lodged when most, or all, of
the money is spent.

Large long-form grants tend to
reward organisations who have
more experience in writing grant
submissions, squeezing out
startups and all-volunteer
not-for-profits.

If the money set aside for quick
grants is exhausted, it can create
a “seasonality” problem, where
grantseekers are left to wait
months for the next round of quick
grants to become available.
You may turn down great
applications early in the process
to find that nothing better comes
along later.

Is there a win-win solution?
Once the assessment committee has got a year’s experience, it should be
able to rely on past perspectives to judge new items, speeding things up.
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In case of
emergency,
activate grants
A quick response is the most appropriate reaction
in the immediate wake of an emergency, and most
governments in Australia have the ability to quickly
provide financial assistance to victims of a
large disaster.
The Queensland Government, for instance, has a
permanent quick response grant facility ready to
activate at a moment’s notice when a disaster is
declared, with the ability to distribute to individuals
up to $900 for “immediate hardship” in as little as
six hours after application.
There are two types of immediate hardship
grants, covering:

Floods in south-east Queensland in 2009 were the
worst for 35 years, sparking widespread calls for help.

•

essential needs, such as food, housing,
clothing and medication, available for
seven days after disaster strikes; and,

•

essential services, such as electricity, gas, water and sewerage cut off for more than five days.

The government sets “no limit on the numbers who can apply”, “nor is there a limited pool of funds”.
The department says it aims to have immediate hardship grants paid to individuals in two to five days via electronic
funds transfer, and in just six hours if the grant is issued as a debit card.
The system is known as the Queensland Community Recovery service, and is administered by the Department of
Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services.
The grants can be activated following cyclones, severe storms, floods, bushfires, earthquakes or serious events
“caused by humans”. The effort is combined with a series of other grant options and referrals to non-government
organisations such as providers of counselling and housing services, and financial assistance.
The Queensland Government introduced an online portal – understood to be the first in Australia – in December 2016
for when emergency strikes. It enables people to apply quickly for immediate hardship grants and support services,
and the state intends to extend the online system to other grants and services in 2017–18.
Communities Minister Shannon Fentiman said at the launch that the “community recovery portal” used online services
to quickly get support to Queenslanders in need.
“These grants are designed to meet people’s immediate needs, including accommodation and food,” Ms Fentiman
said.
“But they’ll also help with the replacement or repair of whitegoods and other household contents that can
be damaged in wild weather.
“This online portal is the first of its kind for any Australian state or territory government, and puts Queensland at the
forefront of disaster relief administration worldwide.”
Queensland’s special emergency financial assistance is available when there is evidence of personal financial hardship,
and needs cannot be met by existing local services:
•

Immediate Hardship Assistance: $180 per person (up to $900 for a family of five or more) for people who
are unable to meet their immediate essential needs for temporary accommodation, food, essential clothing and
medication. Applications for this grant must be made within seven days of the emergency being declared.
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Queensland has adopted an online portal which can be activated to distribute
emergency cash when a state-wide or national disaster is declared.

•

Immediate Hardship Assistance – Essential Services:
$150 per person (up to $750 for a family of five or more) to
people who are directly impacted by the loss of one or more
essential service (e.g. electricity, gas, water or sewerage) for
more than five days.

•

Essential Household Contents: up to $1765 for individuals
(up to $5300 for a family) to eligible people who do not have
the relevant insurance and have had damage to their homes
and belongings as a result of the disaster and who meet the
income threshold.

•

Structural Assistance: up to $10,995 for individuals (up to
$14,685 for a family) for people who are uninsured, or unable
to claim insurance, as a contribution towards repairs to their
home to make it secure and safe and who meet the income
threshold.

•

Essential Services Safety and Reconnection Scheme:
up to four essential service reconnections (e.g. electricity,
gas, water or sewerage) at maximum $200 each, and repair
to damaged service items, to a maximum total of $4200.

Tap here to watch a video explainer of the
Queensland emergency grants system.

The department aims to have the Essential Household Contents Grant in the applicant’s bank account within seven
days of an outreach team visiting the home to assess damage.
Timelines for payment of non-immediate grants vary case-by-case, affected by factors such as the process for
damage assessment and arranging repairs. Those payments can take between two weeks and more than a year,
depending on the circumstances of victims, the department says.

MORE INFORMATION:
https://publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/recovery-support-assistance
https://www.qld.gov.au/community/disasters-emergencies/recovery-after-disaster/
https://www.communityrecovery.qld.gov.au/
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Swift strokes
paint a big
picture: Regional
arts fund ‘QUICKS’
Australia’s arts organisations are among the heaviest
users of quick response grants.
Such grants typically support practitioners and groups
who want to react swiftly to fleeting arts opportunities.
One example is funded by the Federal Government’s
Regional Arts Fund. The Regional Arts Australia-managed
“QUICKS” are delivered in every state and territory
through a regional program administrator, with an
assessment made usually within 10–15 days.
Organisations involved include:
•

Regional Arts NSW;

•

Arts NT;

•

Arts Queensland;

•

Country Arts SA;

•

Tasmanian Regional Arts;

•

Regional Arts Victoria; and

•

Country Arts WA.

Indigenous performer Jacinta Price travelled 3000km with
her band with the help of a QUICKS grant, astonishing
audiences with her performances. Picture: Supplied

Designed to help regional artists, organisations, and communities take up skills development and small projects,
funds target those who wouldn’t be able to win funds from other programs.
In the past year, grants of $340,000 to 194 recipients have resulted in the employment of 1427 artists and
reached nearly half a million people, if you include audiences for those activities.

QUICK
RESPONSE
GRANTS

194

$339,000

$

/

artists
employed

1427

E
AUDIENCE FOR THE
PROJECT OUTPUTS

g

PARTICIPANTS
IN THE PROJECT

40,942

Y
TOTAL
REACH

421,494 463,863
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While the grants are small on their own, the impacts have been big, with recipients contributing to the program’s aims
of boosting regional economies, regional employment, and regional social and cultural development.
Regional Arts Fund manager Mary Jane Warfield says the grants’ strength is their agility.
“I think they’re very popular and successful grants because they’re so responsive. It’s a unique type of program that
really works well for artists, who often are faced with really short timelines and limited resources.”
She says the grants appeal strongly to artists in their early careers, but also benefit community sectors not directly
involved in the arts.
“Some of the grants go to kindergartens or councils, who will then engage an artist to help with a piece,“ Ms Warfield
says.
Unlike the long wait for regular grants, the 10–15 day turnaround enables recipients to respond more quickly, reducing
waiting times and red tape.
Regional arts bodies in each state are charged with making the determinations for applications, which means local
knowledge of the arts landscape is brought to bear in ensuring swift, expert decisions that take account of each
regional context. For example, in Western Australia, travel and accommodation often form a significant component
of outgoing grants, with two days’ travel not uncommon; in Victoria regional artists often drive themselves to events
within hours.
“They know their people on the ground,” Ms Wharfield says of local administrators.
Indigenous performer and Alice Springs local council representative Jacinta Price was among recipients of a QUICKS
grant in 2016, receiving $3000 to attend last year’s Woodford Folk Festival just outside Brisbane.

67126510
2015-16 QUICKS - by project type

5%
6%

10%

12%

67%

Artist professional development
Arts worker or community skills
development
Community capacity building
Project development
Cultural projects

Two-thirds of the QUICKS grants go to artists for professional development.
Source: Regional Arts Australia.
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The Dusty Feet Mob perform at the Adelaide Festival Centre in 2016 with the help of a QUICKS grant.

Considering the 3000km trip from her home town
of Alice Springs, the traditional woman from the
Warlpiri tribe says she wouldn’t have been able to
“showcase” her band without the crucial leg-up.
The results were stunning. Amid 2000 performers
and 438 events over six days and nights, Price
played
to packed venues, performing five times as the
“stand-out” act of the festival, according to review
site Scenestr.

“There definitely needs
to be more of this type
of grant, especially for
artists in remote areas.”

"Our pick of the festival for this year surely goes to Jacinta Price. With a set ranging from folk through to blues and
swing, she demonstrated astonishing vocal range and power. No more so than during her cover of Gnarls Barkley’s
'Crazy' – a soulful version that goes straight into the top ten of 'covers that are better than the original',” Scenestr said.
Price is in no doubt that the quick reaction times and the easier grants route were critical to the successful tour of her
unique blend of folk, blues and country – drawing on her Aboriginal and Celtic heritage.
“Absolutely, it made a big difference, because with your own band you
really get the sound you want. It’s really important for Territory artists to
compete with the rest of the country, but there are extra difficulties when
you’ve got so far to come.”
While Price was already familiar with the Regional Arts Fund, she
says that the speed of the process and a clear understanding of what
was going to support the application was a major plus in the midst of
planning a tour.
She had sought other types of grants for touring and promotions,
but she had been less successful in winning them, partly because of
the heavier competition for the larger amounts, but also because of
the “extensive” requirements including detailed budgets and “in-kind”
calculations.
QUICKS have also been given to people to assist with mentorships,
conferences and workshops, with artists, arts workers and volunteers
heading to a vast range of events. These include a Tasmanian poetry
festival, an Aboriginal dance “creative lab”, an arts business conference,
a “creative ageing” event, furniture, performance short courses, and a
theatre festival on Norfolk Island.

Regional Arts Fund manager Mary Jane
Warfield says the agility of the grants
is well suited to artists, who often face
short timelines and scarce resources.
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Waringarri Women Textiles Project 2016.

Picture: Waringarri Arts (WA)

A palette of opportunity:
More about QUICKS
GMI: Is the program open all the time? And what is the total amount available
and the total per grant?
Mary Jane Warfield (MJW): Generally the quick response grants (QRGs) are open in six-month lots – from January
to June and from July to December, until the funds have been expended. The amounts available vary from $1500 to
$4000, depending on the state or territory and whether the application is from an individual or an organisation.
The most popular and common grant is $1500 for individuals, usually for travel.

GMI: How many people apply?
MJW: Nationally around 150 applications have been submitted so far in the 2016–17 financial year, with approximately
120 of these being successful.

GMI: Does the grant expire, or does it continue until the money runs out?
MJW: There is an allocated amount per financial year and it usually runs out before the end of the financial year.
This is why most RPAs (regional program administrators) break the amount into two six-monthly allocations.

GMI: Do you have special rules for assessment?
MJW: Yes. Each RPA produces guideline materials which are available on their websites and have the specific
assessment details for their jurisdictions.
Some national rules include:
•

that the applicants must reside in an area classed as MMM2–MMM7, on the Monash Medical Model

•

The applicant cannot have commenced the project (it must be a future project/opportunity).

•

The opportunity must be unable to be funded by other RAF programs.

•

The applicant must demonstrate how this funding will meet the RAF objectives.

GMI: Are you planning any changes to your system?
MJW: Each RPA can make changes according to the needs of their jurisdiction, in consultation with Regional
Arts Australia and the Department of Communications and the Arts, but overall we think this program already
works very well.
MORE INFORMATION: http://regionalarts.com.au/regional-arts-fund/
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A leg up for locals
Moonee Valley Council’s
responsive grants
Moonee Valley Council, in Melbourne’s
inner north-west, is typical of many
local government authorities across the
country that provide quick response grants.
In Moonee Valley’s case, the focus is on small
grants of up to $1000 that are available to
groups, clubs, associations and individuals.
The money is aimed at helping those local people
and groups to deal with unexpected expenses
and issues, either to address a problem, or to
take advantage of an opportunity to attend a
sporting, cultural or educational event.

Champion basketballer Amisyn Leigh with
her team trophy.

Local winners include:
•

Young Kate Abfalter, who was handed $1000 to head to
the under-18 women’s pole vault championship in Perth,
which she won;

•

Amisyn Leigh (pictured), who used $1000 to head to the under-12 Victorian State
Basketball championships during which she helped her team to a gold medal;

•

An artist given $1000 to head to Queensland as a finalist for the Sunshine Coast Art Prize; and,

•

$460 given to the Friends of Steele Creek Inc. for first aid training and a kit for a string of community events,
after their regular first aid volunteer was unable to continue.

Moonee Valley Mayor Andrea Surace says the responsive grants sit alongside biannual grants.
She says the money was designed to help not-for-profit or community groups meet emerging or unexpected
community needs that were urgent and could not fit into the bi-annual grants timeframes.
Residents were also able to seek money from the same funding pool to support their participation and high-level
achievement in sports, arts or educational activities.
“Responsive grants allow council to respond quickly to requests from communities or individuals with smaller and more
urgent needs,” Ms Surace says.
This means the money is able to help support a new community group, help a young athlete represent their state,
or help someone overcome the cost barrier of playing organised sport.
How much? $1000 each from a pool of $40,000
How often? Assessed within six weeks; applications close monthly
What projects? Emerging and unforeseen urgent needs; or individuals in elite sports, arts and educational activities.

Assessment and eligibility
Applicants can only receive one responsive grant allocation per financial year.
Group examples
•

Supporting the establishment of a new community group, club or association;

•

An unforeseen expense or issue that poses a risk to the function of an existing community group; and,

•

An unplanned opportunity arises that would benefit a community group and wider community.
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Moonee Valley targets responsive grants to not-for-profits, community groups and residents to meet urgent and
unexpected needs.

Individual examples
•

To enable a young person who has previously been unable to participate because of financial difficulties to
participate in an organised sport or activity;

•

To support residents who are progressing to high-level achievement in their chosen sport/recreation, arts/culture
or learning pursuit.

Recipients must be groups or not-for-profits delivering the project in the municipality, must be incorporated or hold
another legal status, or must apply through an auspice organisation, while holding public liability insurance.
Individual recipients must be local residents.
Documentation is needed to prove the status of applicants.
Other criteria include funding need, responding to local needs, local benefits, clear outcomes, and having the
appropriate skills and capacity.
Council officers provide initial screening before formal assessment by a council committee.

Timelines
Round frequency: Monthly (rounds close on the first day of the month)
Assessment: Within two to four weeks of the round closing
Notification: Within two weeks of the decision

MORE INFORMATION: http://mvcc.vic.gov.au/responsivegrants
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Best practice
with quick
response grants

6

Set your limits
With a quick response grants program,
you won’t want to require as much
information from applicants as you
would in a standard program. But this lack
of data also means it’s likely you will learn
less about the impact those grants are
having. In addition, less detailed assessments
mean a higher risk of handing over cash to
less deserving individuals and groups.
As a rule of thumb, if your quick response
grants program takes up much more than
10% of your total handout, then you’re probably investing too much in it.

`

Quick depends on you
Consider some of these key issues in your plan:

Advertising
If you only have one grant round a year, you only have to advertise once a year. If you have a running
grant pool, then you’ll have to advertise all year (at least online, but also in the areas you think your
candidates will come from).

Closing dates and the size of the pool
Quick response grants programs usually don’t have closing dates – applications can be lodged at
any time. The only exception, of course, is when and if the money runs out, which in turn can mean
everyone is waiting up to 11 months for the fund to be topped up again, which is not very rapid at all.

Application time and method
Forms should be short and easy to handle.
It’s worth considering whether you’d have a wider reach if you moved to oral applications. Of course,
grants managers following this route should get approval for the new direction first. You’ll need to
explain to decision-makers why the move is necessary, and make it clear to potential applicants that the
option is available.
Grantmakers should make clear and copious file notes during oral presentations, and ensure both
parties sign off on what was said.
Even if you can’t face the oral route, it’s worth setting a rule that requires people to ring your grants
officer to talk it over before making a submission. It saves time for everybody.

Consideration time
What happens after an application is received depends on your ability to streamline your approval
processes for a rapid turnaround. If a committee is involved, it’ll be hard to shorten your timelines,
unless decision-makers are all on the premises, or you can do it over email and with strict response
time rules. It’s often quicker to have trustworthy administrative staff who are given wide discretion.

Administration time
Once the decision has been taken, how quickly can you get the money into the successful
applicants’ accounts?
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Targeting quick grants
Where are quick programs needed?
Quick response is vital only in situations that involve time hazards, or where opportunities come and
go. In the performing arts, for example, venues become available or are booked out, and performers
become available or depart.
Speed is also useful where decisions aren’t difficult. If you’re addressing capacity building in your
municipality, for example, any organisation that’s together enough to apply probably deserves
something. There’s no point agonising over the choice.
Major problems, on the other hand, tend to sit patiently waiting for you to arrive, and even after. So, in
the situation where you have to make important decisions about funding, you’re probably better served
keeping those matters for your normal grants process.

Who needs quick programs?
In short: small groups. If the Salvos or the RSPCA have a sudden call on their funds, they can shift
money around within their existing budgets. In contrast, small groups spend money as they get it, and
don’t have that budget flexibility. Big organisations probably won’t apply for your quick response grants
anyway, so consider putting a size cut-off into your criteria.
Many grantmakers only give quick response grants to incorporated associations. This provides some
guarantee that they’re not handing money to fly-by-night con artists, but it does rule out a lot of tiny
groups that can’t fund tiny expenses.
The whole point about “QRGs” is that you can afford the occasional stuff-up; so maybe give the little
group a break.

V

Set reasonable expectations
How much notice is needed?
Applicants need to know if their chance of winning a grant is comparable to the work they’ll have to do.
Your advertisement (or guidelines on your website) should include at a minimum
• Size of possible grant; and,
• Size of total pool, updated as grants are made.
Your website should also include:
• Details of previous grantees potential grantees could check up with.
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How much documentation is needed?
Your forms should be sufficient to provide enough information to assess whether an applicant is in an
eligible category. This could include local groups, incorporated associations only, insured only, DGRs
(deductible gift recipients) only, groups that haven’t previously received grants from you, groups that
have previously received grants from you and thus have been checked out already, etc.
After that, you need enough information to reach a decision. That’s a function of the number of
applications you think you’ll get, and how hard you think it’s going to be to choose between them.
But remember that time spent on grants that don’t get up is dead loss, and a real drag on the good
work of not-for-profit organisations.

}

Take your time to do it right
Quick grants programs should be a spur to reform
If your applicants are all pressing for the opportunity to evade your procedures, those procedures
need looking at. What changes or administrative improvements can you make that would speed up
processing and widen the scope of the program?

Quick grants programs should be assessed
Just because you’re in a rush before, doesn’t mean that you can’t take your time after. Do your quick
grants work? And do they work better than large grants?
With small grants you don’t want to spend more on the assessment than on the project, but you can
do assessment in depth on a random selection. Be sure to write that into the budget.

More grants expertise
Examine some of the help sheets, publications and courses at your disposal at the Australian Institute
of Grants Management, or visit our forum and post a question there. It’s access-all-areas for AIGM
members.
Access past editions of Grants Management Intelligence here, past topics include:
• Gazing through a gender-wise lens
• Dipping into data
• Hot tips from our 2016 Grantmakers Conference
• Key findings from the 2015 Grants in Australia survey
• Unsubmitted grant applications: flashpoints, benchmarks and solutions
• Grants assessment panels: options, benchmarks and best practice
• Perspectives on preventative grantmaking
• The rise of participatory grantmaking
• The closing a grants round toolkit
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Feedback about Grants Management Intelligence
Is there something you’d like us to cover in a future edition,
or do you have suggestions about how we can do things better?
Contact us: service@grantsmanagement.com.au

Grants Management Intelligence is the membership publication of the Australian Institute of Grants
Management. An Our Community enterprise, the Institute is the best practice education, support,
training, and service for government, philanthropic and corporate grantmakers, including Australia’s
most-used online grants management solution, SmartyGrants. Membership starts at $280 per year.
Become a member at http://www.ourcommunity.com.au/aigm/join/.
© Our Community Pty Ltd. Help us to help you! We aim to make our tools as affordable as possible.
To do this, we need to maximise our membership. Therefore we ask that you please don’t re-distribute
this newsletter. It’s designed for the Australian Institute of Grants Management members only.
You can read more about our copyright and distribution guidelines here.
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